Abstract: A tunnel construction in a nuclear power plant is proposed in this paper. Some useful conclusions are drawn through the analysis of the measured results including the stress state and process of structure and water and soil pressure. It is useful for design, construction of similar engineering.
Monitoring results and analysis
Water pressure monitoring results and analysis As shown in Figure 1 , from the external water pressure curve graph, 429 ring and 845 ring monitoring sections, segment off the ring within six rings, synchronous grouting is at shield tail of the test value effect. After the 6 segment off the ring, the influence of shield tail synchronous grouting on the test results is obviously. The external water pressure is rapidly increased to the maximum water pressure 0.318~0.343MPa, which is greater than that of the hydrostatic pressure. After the 6 ring of forward driving, the pressure of grouting is reduced, and the water pressure is reduced. The influence of sea water level changes on the water pressure of the whole lining is not particularly significant. The lining water pressure is developed according to the variation of its own. Known from the analysis of the measured data, the influence area of construction of external water pressure on lining approximately 5-18 rings, ring 20 almost entirely disappeared.
From the different monitoring section analysis, moderately deep buried section 845 rings and shallow buried section 429 rings, because of differences in the nature of soil around the segment larger, the measuring point, and a certain degree of volatility. This shows that the difference of the permeability coefficient of rock has a great influence on the distribution of water pressure.
From the whole dynamic change process, the water pressure of the tunnel lining is basically in a self balanced state of a small swing state, the basic will not appear big mutation.
Distribution law of water pressure in stable period From the specific test section, the section distribution of water pressure is seen in Fig. 2 , the water pressure of the lining increases with the increase of the depth of the tunnel. This is also consistent with the distribution of seepage field in the tunnel area. Tunnel external water pressure is close to or equal to hydrostatic pressure, but due to the tunnel surrounding rock soil permeability difference, making the distribution of water pressure but also has a certain degree of randomness. Figure 3 , the variation curves of soil pressure from various monitoring sections can be known. With the march of shield machine, from the segment structure formed of a locally stable state to the final formation and structure between equilibrium requires a process. The changes of the test data of each test point are in the acceleration section, the deceleration section and the acceleration stage. When the segment is separated from the tail plate protection, segment external pressure suddenly increased, segment internal force also increases. At this time for acceleration, the rate of change is maximal. This is one of the key moments in the entire stress process segment. With the external segment grouting pressure was constant. Structural adjustment and redistribution of internal force, internal force of segment values are falling, sustained and stable for a period of time, namely segment structure formation a locally stable state. With the adjustment of internal force, deformation of surrounding strata also, internal force is become into the re-acceleration and stable period. From the monitoring results, the segment acceleration occurs mainly in the segment of decyclization 1~10 ring, under construction load influence. It is greatly influenced by the construction load, and the pressure value of the surrounding rock in the grouting process is obviously increased. From the 20 part, the segment of rock pressure value gradually reaches a steady state, i.e. between strata and structure ultimate equilibrium.
Fig. 3 429 ring dynamic curve of surrounding rock pressure（MPa）

Conclusion
Through the analysis of the monitoring data, different water pressure and earth pressure, the following conclusions can be drawn. The effect of sea water level change on the water pressure of the whole lining of the tunnel is not particularly significant; the lining water pressure is developed according to its own law of development, and has nothing to do with the sea water, such as the tide, the ocean and so on.
The role of segment structure during construction by the water soil pressure, the shield tail grouting pressure, thrust force. This will cause the structure to be subjected to the uneven force, and the structural stress is bad, and the design should pay attention.
Influence of construction of the external water pressure of segment area of about 5~18 ring, 20 ring almost entirely disappeared. The difference of the permeability coefficient of rock has a great influence on the distribution of water pressure.
The stability of tunnel surrounding rock upper part of the pressure is relatively large, while the lower part of the pressure is small. Under eccentric compression of soil, the pressure of surrounding rock is greater than that of active earth pressure. 
